
"The difference between the ordinary and extraordinary is the little 'extra' "- colours of malta



MALTA

25th April – 1st May 2016 x 70 pax
MALTA’S TOP 5 SUNSET COCKTAIL SPOTS

Maltese summers are as gorgeous as they get, and if you throw in a sunset and a cocktail into the equation, 
you've got yourself an instant winner. 

Here are some of the best places to experience all of that in Malta this summer.



1. Café del Mar, St Paul’s Bay 
Infinity pool, big parties, and all the cocktails you could ever hope for. Cafe Del Mar isn't a national favourite for nothing.



2. Riviera Martinique,Golden Bay
Għajn Tuffieħa has some of the most flawless sunset views on the island, so throw in a restaurant that opens till late and is just a 

couple of metres away from the sand, and you've got all you've ever wanted. Summer at the Riviera sees weekly sessions of ambient 
music and sunset cocktails every Tuesday, just in case you wanted another reason to try out one of Malta’s most loved beaches.



3. The Cliffs ,Dingli 
Dingli is consistently voted one of the most romantic places in Malta for sunsets, so a place here is sure to make the list. There's a 

cocktail you can get here which is literally called Dingli Cliffs, and with cute little Filfla just chilling on the horizon, this is as summery 
as it gets without being on a beach.



4. Gleneagles Bar , Mgarr Gozo
Gleneagles is one of the first bars you'll see when you land in Gozo, and it's also one of the island's most loved. Perfect as the first or 

last stop before moving jumping islands.



5. Baia Beach Club, Armier Bay 
Set in the beautiful North, Baia Beach Lido has it all, including views of Comino and Gozo! And while it is quite far away for most 

people, it's definitely worth the drive up to Armier.
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